


The Propulse® Ng Electronic Ear 
Irrigator is now supplied with the 
all-new, patented Quick-Release 
Handle & QrX   Single-Use tips. 
The QrX   system locks the tip into 
place during use making this the 
most operator-friendly Propulse® Ng 
to-date! 

To help prevent cross infection 
between patients, clinicians must use 
a new tip for each treatment.*    
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Supplied in packs containing
100 Single-Use,
individually wrapped,
non-sterile tips.

Propulse® Ng QrX
Replacement Tips
(#100) KIT4002 

New Patented Quick-Release Handle & 
QrXTM Single-Use Tips  

December 2008



“The metal syringe is obsolescent for use in the ear canal. The syringe design is 
inherently dangerous”*

“Electronic ear irrigators such as the Propulse® allow irrigation of the ear canal rather 
than wax removal under pressure”*
*To read the report in full, log onto www.entnursing.com/earcare.htm
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Electronic ear irrigation system

Why Propulse® Ng ear irrigator?

 Propulse® Ng features

  Intended use   

Each Propulse® Ng ear irrigation system comprises: 

Propulse® Chlor Clean cleaning tablets
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